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The aim of this paper is to characterize the poset of prime l-ideals of an
abelian l-group with a strong unit, ordered by inclusion. The pair formed
by an abelian l-group and a strong unit is called in this paper a unital
l-group.
w xMundici in 9 defines a functorial equivalence G from the category of
abelian l-groups with a strong unit, with l-homomorphisms preserving
strong units as arrows, onto the category of MV-algebras, with MV-homo-
morphisms as arrows. This equivalence enables us to translate properties
 .from one class to another; in particular for any unital l-group G, u , the
prime spectrum of G is order isomorphic to the prime spectrum of the
 .  .MV-algebra G G, u see Theorem 1.2 in this paper . The class of l-groups
with a strong unit is not closed under direct products; hence it is not a
variety. In contrast, MV-algebras do form a variety. Hence some proper-
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ties are easier to obtain in the context of MV-algebras than in the context
of abelian l-groups with a strong unit.
In Section 1, we recall some properties of l-groups and MV-algebras
needed in the paper and we establish the relationship between l-ideals and
MV-ideals.
In Section 2, we prove the main result of the paper: A poset is order
isomorphic to the prime spectrum of a unital l-group if and only if it is a
w xspectral root system. To show this, we use a result of Conrad 6 , and some
elementary facts on Boolean products of MV-algebras.
Definitions and elementary properties of l-groups used in the paper can
w xbe found in the book 1 , and definition and properties of MV-algebras can
w xbe found in 3, 4, 9 .
1. MV-ALGEBRAS AND l-GROUPS
By an l-group we understand an abelian lattice-ordered group. An ele-
ment u of an l-group G is said to be a strong unit if for each a g G there
< <is a natural number n such that a F nu. By a unital l-group we mean a
 .  .pair G, u such that G s G, q, y, 0, n , k is an l-group and u is a
strong unit in G.
Let G be an l-group and u a strictly positive element in G. Consider
 . w x .G G, u s 0, u , [ , !, 0 , where
w x  40, u s b g G : 0 F b F u , x [ y s u n x q y , ! x s u y x . .
 .Then G G, u satisfies the following equations:
 .  .MV1. x [ y [ z f x [ y [ z
MV2. x [ y f y [ x
MV3. x [ 0 f x
 .MV4. ! ! x f x
MV5. x [ !0 f !0
 .  .MV6. ! ! x [ y [ y f ! x [ ! y [ x.
 :  :Algebras A s A, [ , !, 0 of type 2, 1, 0 satisfying the equations
MV1]MV6 are called MV-algebras.
 .On each MV-algebra we define 1s !0 and x( ys ! ! x [ ! y .def def
 .A sequence a , . . . , a of elements of an MV-algebra A is called good0 n
if a [ a s a for i - n. The addition of good sequences is defined asi iq1 i
a , . . . , a q b , . . . , b s c , . . . , c .  .  .1 n 1 m 1 nqm
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if and only if
c s a [ a (b [ ??? [ a (b [ b , .  .i i iy1 1 1 iy1 i
w xand a s b s 0 whenever p ) n and q ) m. It was shown by Mundici 9p q
 w x.see also 5 that the set G obtained by identifying the sequencesA
 .a , . . . ,a and0 n
m! # "
a , . . . , a , 0, . . . , 00 n /
for all m - v, endowed with the addition defined above and the pointwise
 .order is an l-group, denoted by G . Moreover, the sequence 1 is a strongA
  ..unit of G , and A ( G G , 1 .A A
 .On the other hand, given a unital l-group G, u we have G ( G.GG , u.
w xAs a matter of fact, it is shown in 9 that G extends to an equivalence
between the categories of unital l-groups and MV-algebras.
Let A be an MV-algebra. A subset I of A is called an ideal provided
that:
 .I1 0 g I,
 .I2 a g I and b g I imply a [ b g I,
 .I3 a F b and b g I imply a g I.
In the language of MV-algebras we consider the terms
x k y s x( ! y [ y , x n y s x [ ! y ( y. .  .def def
 .  .Then for each MV-algebra A, the reduct L A s A, n , k , 0, 1 is a
bounded distributive lattice, with least element 0 and greatest element 1.
The corresponding order relation, which we call the natural order of A, is
 .given by x F y if and only if ! x [ y s 1 or equivalently, x( ! y s 0 .
 .Since A satisfies x k y F x [ y, any ideal of A is a lattice ideal of L A . An
 .ideal I of A is called prime provided that it is prime as an ideal of L A ,
that is,
 .IP I / A, and a n b g I implies a g I or b g I.
 .We represent by I A the set of all ideals of A.
We recall, for further reference, the following property proved by Chang
w x3 .
 .LEMMA 1.1. Let A be an MV-algebra. For each J g I A and for each
 .  .  .a, b g A, if a g J and d a, b s a( ! b [ ! a(b g J, then b g J.
The convex l-subgroups of an l-group G are called l-ideals. If u is a
strong unit of G, then the proper l-ideals are those not containing u. The
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following result gives the connection between ideals of MV-algebras and
l-ideals of unital l-groups.
 .THEOREM 1.2. Let G, u be a unital l-group. The correspondence
< < 4f : J ¬ f J s x g G : x n u g J .
  . .defines an isomorphism from the poset I A , : of ideals of the MV-algebra
 .   . .  .A s G G, u onto the poset I G , : of l-ideals of G, u . The in¨erse
 . w xisomorphism is gi¨ en by the correspondence H ¬ c H s H l 0, u .
 .  .Proof. It is plain that f : I A ª I G is an inclusion preserving
 .function. To prove that for each ideal J of A, f J is an l-ideal of G, let x
 < < .  < < .and y be elements in J. Then x n u [ y n u g J, and since
< < < < < < < <x n u [ y n u s x n u q y n u n u .  . .  . .
< < < < < <s x n u q y n x n u q u n u .  . .  .
< < < <s x n u q y n u . .
< < < < < <s x q y n u G x y y n u .
 .  .it follows that x y y g f J . Since f J is closed under n, k and
 .contains 0, we have shown that f J is an l-subgroup of G. To show that it
 .is convex, suppose that x and y are in F J and that x F z F y. Then
q < < y y < <z F y and z F x F x . Hence
q y < < < <z n u [ z n u F y n u [ x n u g J .  .  . .
< <  q y.and arguing as before, we obtain that z n u s z q z n u g J, and
 .  .  .this means that z g f J . Therefore f is a function from I A into I G ,
and it is obvious that f preserves the inclusion.
w x < <   ..Since for each x g 0, u , x s x n u, we have that c f J s J for
each ideal J of A. Hence to complete the proof, we need to show that, for
  ..  < <each l-ideal H of G, f c H s H, i.e., that H s x g G : x n u g
w x4  < < w x4H l 0, u . It is plain that H : x g G : x n u g H l 0, u . To prove
< < w xthe other inclusion, suppose that x n u g H l 0, u . Since u is a strong
< <unit, there is a natural number n such that x F nu, and then
< < < < < <0 F x s x n nu F n x n u g H . .
Hence x g H.
Given an MV-algebra A we will represent by Spec A the set of all prime
ideals of A, and given an l-group , Spec G will represent the set of all prime
< < < < < <l-ideals of G. Then, since the inequality x n y F x n y holds in any
 .l-group, it follows that f transforms prime ideals of A s G G, u into
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prime l-ideals of G, and since c transforms prime l-ideals of G into prime
ideals of A, we have:
COROLLARY 1.3. Let G be an abelian lattice-ordered group. For each
 .   . .strong unit u of G, Spec G, : ( Spec G G, u , : .
2. ORDERED SPECTRA OF UNITAL l-GROUPS
 . w . A root system is a poset X, F such that for each z g X, z s x g
4X : x G z is a totally ordered subset of X. A spectral root system is a root
 .system X, F fulfilling the following two conditions:
RS1. Each totally ordered subset of X has supremum and infimum
in X.
RS2. If x, y are elements of X such that x - y, then there are s, t
in X such that x F s - t F y, and there is no element of X between s
and t.
 .  .A spectral root is a spectral root system having a greatest element. It
 .is well known that for each lattice-ordered abelian group G, Spec , : is a
spectral root system.
 .Let X, F be a root system, and for each x g X, let R s R, with Rx
 .the additive ordered group of the reals. Let S s S X denote the sub-
group of the direct power R X s  R formed by the elements withx g X x
w xfinite support. It was shown in 6 that S becomes an l-group if we declare
an element positive provided it is positive at each maximal element of its
w xsupport. Moreover, Conrad in 6, Theorem 4.1, Corollary I showed that
the correspondence
T ¬ J T s f g S : f x s 0 for each x g T 4 .  .
defines an anti-isomorphism from the set of non-empty, increasing, and
 .  .totally ordered subsets of X, F , ordered by inclusion, onto Spec S, : .
 .Given a spectral root system X, F , the set of elements of X having a
successor will be denoted by Xy. Each x g Xy has exactly one successor,
which will be denoted by xq. We set X* s Xyj max X, where max X
 .denotes the set of maximal elements of X, F . Note that X*, with the
 .  .order inherited from X, F , is a root system which is denoted by X*, F .
 .LEMMA 2.1. For each spectral root system X, F , the correspondence
w .  .x ¬ x l X* defines an anti-isomorphism from X, F onto the poset of
 .non-empty, increasing and totally ordered subsets of X*, F .
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w .Proof. It is clear that for each x g X, x l X* is a non-empty,
 .increasing, and totally ordered subset of X*, F , and that x F y implies
w . w .y l X* : x l X*. Suppose x Fu y, and let m and n be the maximal
 . w . w .elements in X, F contained in x and in y , respectively. If m / n,
w . w .  .then n g y l X* and n f x . If m s n, then x k y exists in X, F ,
and y - x k y. Hence there is z g Xy such that y F z - zqF x k y. This
w . w . w .implies that z g y l X* and z f x l X*. Therefore y l X* :
w .x l X* implies x F y. To complete the proof we must show that the
mapping is onto. Let Y be a non-empty, increasing, and totally ordered
subset of X*, and let s be the greatest lower bound of Y. It is plain that
w . w .Y : s l X*. Let z g s l X*, and suppose z f Y. Since Y is increas-
ing, this implies that y Fu z for each y g Y, and hence we would have
z - y for each y g Y, i.e., zqF y for each y g Y. But this is impossible,
q w .because s - z . Therefore Y s s l X*.
The next theorem is an immediate consequence of the above lemma and
 w x.the quoted results of Conrad see also 8, Theorem 3.4 .
 .THEOREM 2.2. Each spectral root system X, F is isomorphic to the
 .poset of prime l-ideals of the lattice-orderd abelian group S X* .
 .Note that the l-group S X* has a strong unit if and only if max X is
 4  .finite. In particular, when max X s m , i.e., when X, F is a spectral
root, the function u: X ª R, which takes the value 1 at m and 0
 .otherwise, is a strong unit of S X* .
To associate with each spectral root system a unital l-group we need a
sheaf construction. We shall use Boolean products of MV-algebras.
 .A weak Boolean product of a family A : x g X of algebras over ax
Boolean space X is a subdirect product A of the given family such that the
following conditions hold:
 .   .  .4BP1 if a, b g A, then @a s b# s x g X : a x s b x is open;
 . < <BP2 if a, b g A and Z is a clopen in X, then a j b g A,Z X _ Z
where
a if x g Z
< <a j b x s . .Z X _ Z  b if x g X _ Z.
 .By requiring in condition a that @a s b# be clopen we obtain the notion
 .of a Boolean product. Weak Boolean products Boolean products corre-
 .spond to algebras of global sections of Hausdroff sheaves over Boolean
 w x.spaces see 2 .
 .THEOREM 2.3. If A is a weak Boolean product of a family A : x g Xx
of MV-algebras o¨er a Boolean space X, then A is an MV-algebra, and
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 .  .Spec A, : is isomorphic to the cardinal sum of the posets Spec A , : :x
.x g X .
Proof. Since the class of all MV-algebras is closed under subdirect
products, A is an MV-algebra.
  . 4For each x g X, define I s a g A: a x s 0 .x
Claim 1. For each P g Spec A there is exactly one x g X such that
I : P. Assume that P g Spec A is such that for any x g X, I ­ P. Thenx x
for each x g X there is c g I _ P. Clearly, X s D @c s 0#. Byx x x g X x
compactness, there are x , . . . , x such that X s @c s 0# j ??? j @c s1 n x x1 n
0#. Since
@c s 0# j ??? j @c s 0# : @c n ??? n c s 0#,x x x x1 n 1 n
 4we have c n ??? n c s 0 g P. Therefore there is j g 1, . . . , n suchx x1 n
that c g P. This contradicts the assumption that c f P. Thereforex xj j
I : P for some x g X. Suppose now that for some x, y g X ; I , I : P. Ifx x y
 .x / y, there is a clopen N ; X such that x g N and y g X _ N. By BP2 ,
< < < <  <0 j 1 g I : P and 1 j 0 g I : P. Then 1 s 0 jN X _ N N X _ N Nx y
< .  < < .1 [ 1 j 0 g P, and this contradicts the fact that P isX _ N N X _ N
proper. Therefore x s y.
 4It follows from the claim that if T s P g Spec A: I : P , thenx x
 .  . .Spec A, : is the cardinal sum of the family T , : : x g X . Hence tox
complete the proof it suffices to show the following:
Claim 2. For each x g X the correspondence
a : P ¬ a P s a x : a g P 4 .  .x x
 .  .gives an isomorphism from T , : onto Spec A , : . It is straightforwardx x
 .  .that for any P g T , a P is an ideal. Moreover, a P is proper. Becausex x x
 .  .  .  .if 1 x g a P , then there is a g P such that a x s 1 x . In this casex
 .d a, 1 g P and since a g P, by Lemma 1.1, 1 g P; i.e., P s A. In order to
 .  .see that a P is prime, consider s n t g a P . Then there are a, b g Ax x
 .  .  . .  .and c g P such that a x s s, b x s t, and s n t s a n b x s c x .
Arguing as in Claim 1, we can conclude that a n b g P. Hence a g P or
 .  .  .b g P. Thus s g a P or t g a P , and so a P is prime. It is clearx x x
y1 .   . 4that the correspondence Q ¬ p Q s a : a x g Q is the inverse ofx
a . To complete the proof of the claim observe that a and its inversex x
both preserve inclusion.
The next lemma is crucial in what follows. A similar result, in the
w xcontext of bounded distributive lattices, is given in 7 .
We use the following notation: If A is an MV-algebra and S : A, then
 4!S s ! a : a g S .
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 .LEMMA 2.4. Let A : i g I be a family of non-tri¨ ial MV-algebras suchi
 .that for some i g I, A s J j ! J for J g I A . Then the set0 i 0 0 0 i0 0
A s a g A : a i g J implies @a / 0# is finite and a i f J .  . i 0 0 0 0
igI
implies @a / 1# is finite5
is the uni¨ erse of an MV-algebra A, which is representable as the weak
 .Boolean product of the family A : i g I o¨er the Boolean space obtained byi
considering I as the Alexandroff one-point compactification of the discrete
 4space I _ i .0
Proof. Since @a [ b / 0# s @a / 0# j @b / 0# and @a [ b / 1# : @a
/ 1# l @b / 1#, it follows that A is closed under [, and since A s J ji 00
! J , A is also closed under !. Therefore A is the universe of a subdirect0
 .product of the family A : i g I . Let a g A. If i g @a s 0#, then @a s 0#i 0
 4is the complement of a finite subset of I _ i , and hence it is clopen in0
 4the Alexandroff topology of I. If i f @a s 0#, then @a s 0# : I _ i ;0 0
hence it is open. Since a F b if and only if a( ! b s 0, it follows that
@a s b# is open whenever a and b are in A. Finally, suppose that U and V
< <are complementary clopen subsets of I, and that i g U. If c s a j b ,U V0
with a and b in A, then @c / k# : @a / k# j V, for k s 0 or 1. Hence
c g A.
 .By the remarks following Theorem 2.2, each spectral root X, F is
  . .isomorphic to the poset of prime ideals of the MV-algebra G S X* , u .
 . Moreover, if m is the greatest element in X, F , then M s f g S:
 . 4   . .f m s 0 is the only maximal ideal of G S X* , u . It is easy to check that
  . .M j ! M is the universe of a subalgebra of G S X* , u whose prime
  . .ideals coincide with those of G S X* , u . From this, Lemma 2.4, and
Theorem 2.3 it follows that:
THEOREM 2.5. Each spectral root system is isomorphic to the poset of
prime ideals of an MV algebra.
In the light of Theorem 1.2, we can conclude:
THEOREM 2.6. A poset is order isomorphic to the poset of prime l-ideals of
a unital l-group if and only if it is a spectral root system.
Finally, observe that:
COROLLARY 2.7. Gi¨ en an l-group G, there is an l-group H with a strong
 .  .unit such that Spec G, : ( Spec H, : .
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